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Abstract

PANDA is a large scale facility for investigating the long-term decay heat removal from the containment of a
next generation "passive" Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR). The first test series was aimed at the investigation of
the long-term LOCA response of the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) for the General Electric (GE)
Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR). Recently, the facility is used in the framework of two European projects for
investigating the performance of four passive cooling systems, i.e. the Building Condenser (BC) designed by Siemens
for the SWR-1000 long-term containment cooling, the Passive Containment Cooling System for the European
Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR), the Containment Plate Condenser (CPC) and the Isolation Condenser (IC)
for cooling of a BWR core. The PANDA tests have the dual objectives of improving confidence in the performance of
the passive heat removal mechanisms underlying the design of the tested safety systems and extending the data base
available for containment analysis code qualification. Among others, the containment analysis code Gothic was chosen
for the analysis of particular phenomena observed during the PANDA tests. Ibis paper presents selected safety relevant
phenomena observed in the PANDA tests and identified for the analyses and possible approaches for their modeling
with Gothic.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The ALPHA-1 project

The ALPHA project was initiated at PSI in 1991 for investigating the long-term decay heat
removal from the containment of a next generation "passive" Advanced Light Water Reactor [1],
During its first phase the ALPHA project focused on the examination of the Passive Containment
Cooling System for the General Electric Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) as required part
of its certification by the US NRC (United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission) [2]. The project
comprised PANDA system behaviour tests, separate effects test specific to passive decay heat
removal systems and analytical work aimed at containment analysis codes assessment. The data of
the first PANDA test series was used for the qualification of TRACG for the SBWR [3,4]. TRACG
is the GE version of the Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC) developed originally by the Los
Alamos National Laboratory. TRACG has been extensively assessed for operating BWRs. The
applicability of TRACG with respect to the containment pressure and temperature response of a
passively cooled SBWR was not obvious at the beginning of the project. However, the comparison
between test data and predictions showed that TRACG was able to predict the integral system
behaviour of the PANDA facility over a wide range of conditions. On the other hand, mixing and
stratification were not always predicted correctly, mainly, because these phenomena could not be
adequately described with the relatively coarse nodalization of the vessels in the TRACG PANDA
model.

1.2. The ALPHA-II project

Since 1996 the ALPHA project contributes to three European projects [1]. These are, in
particular, "BWR R&D Cluster for Innovative Passive Safety Systems (IPSS)", "Technology
Enhancement of Passive Safety Systems (TEPSS)" and "Innovative Double Concrete Containment
Cooling (INCON)". The scope of the project was extended and covers now the experimental and
analytical investigation of several passive containment and core cooling systems as well as single
component and basic phenomena with respect to ALWR containment behaviour, in particular, the
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Building Condenser of the SWR-1000 designed by Siemens, the Passive Containment Cooling
System of the European Simplified Boiling Water Reactor, the Containment Plate Condenser, the
Isolation Condenser, condenser/heat exchanger arrangements for passive PWR dual concrete
containments proposed by ENEL. Most of the system analysis tests in PANDA were done and the
data is available [5, 6, 7, 8]. Detailed measurements at clearly defined boundary conditions for
investigating the vent behaviour and bubble plumes in a pool (LINX) as well as the CPC tests are in
progress.

In the recent European projects different kind of analytical tools are employed for different
purposes. System analysis codes like RELAP5, TRAC-BF, APROS, RALOC, MELCOR and
WAVCO are used by some of the European partners to predict the overall transient system
behaviour for selected tests. Codes providing 3D modeling capabilities like CFX [9] and Gothic [10]
are used to gain a better understanding of particular phenomena, i.e. spatial velocity fields, gas
component distributions and temperature stratification in water pools. Based on the experience
obtained during the first project phase with regard to some modeling limitations using system
analysis codes, Gothic was selected at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) for the analysis of particular
phenomena observed in the PANDA tests, in addition to RELAP5 and CFX.

Taking, in particular, advantage of the 3D modeling capabilities of the code, Gothic is
' applied for modeling test phases where

a) the spatial distribution of the noncondensibles is affecting the passive condenser performance,

b) the accumulation of noncondensibles in certain regions of the PANDA vessels significantly
influences the system pressure,

c) pool stratification has an impact on the system behaviour; and

d) d) heat exchangers cause natural circulation loops in large volumes.

2. THE CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS CODE GOTHIC

Gothic (Generation of Thermal-Hydraulic Information for Containments) is a general
purpose thermal-hydraulics computer code developed for design, licensing, safety and operating
analysis of nuclear power plant containments [10]. Gothic solves the conservation equations for
mass, momentum and energy for multi-component multi-phase flow, i.e. for steam/noncondensible
gas mixture, continuous liquid and liquid droplets. In addition a mass balance is solved for a solid
ice phase. The steam/noncondensible mixture can optionally comprise up to eight different
noncondensibles at a time. The gases included in a specific analysis are defined by the user. A
library of properties for about 50 different gases is available, however, the gas properties can be also
specified by user input. Mechanistic models describe the interface mass, energy and momentum
transport for the entire flow map from bubbly flow to film/drop flow, as well as single phase flows.
The models consider possible thermal and mechanical nonequilibrium between the phases. Gothic
provides optional models for turbulent shear as well as turbulent mass and energy diffusion. Any
combination of connected lumped parameter volumes and one-, two- and three-dimensional grids
can be supplied to the solver. Mass, momentum and energy can be added or removed by means of
boundary conditions.

Solid structures are represented in Gothic by thermal conductors. A general model is
included for heat transfer between thermal conductors and the steam/gas mixture or liquid. In
addition, Gothic includes a set of component models as e.g. pumps, fans, valves, doors, heat
exchangers, fan coolers, vacuum breakers, spray nozzles, hydrogen recombiners and ignitors. User-
defined control variables can be applied for calculating specific boundary conditions. Hydrogen burn
models as well as radioactive isotope decay and transport models are available in Gothic. And last
but not least Gothic comprises graphical pre- and post-processors which help significantly to shorten
the time for input preparation and analysis of the results.
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3. THE PANDA FACIILITY CONFIGURATIONS

One of the basic design ideas for PANDA was, instead of linear scaling, to represent the
containment compartments by pairs of large connected vessels to allow multidimensional effects to
take place[ll]. Symmetric and asymmetric test configurations are possible as well as parallel
operation of system devices like condensers and vent lines. The flexibility of the facility was further
improved by adding the possibility of imposing a variety of controlled boundary conditions during
the tests. Therefore, the facility could be employed for testing different concepts of passive
containment cooling. Four PANDA test series are part, of ALPHA-II addressing the Building
Condenser, the Passive Containment Cooling System, the Containment Plate Condenser and the
Isolation Condenser. In all tests steam is produced by electrical heaters modeling the core in the
lower part of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). Since in PANDA in first order the long-term decay
heat removal is of interest, the maximum heater power of 1.5 MW was sufficient to follow the decay
power curve in accordance to the scaling ratios used. Essentially prototypical fluids under
prototypical thermodynamic conditions are used in PANDA. However, the noncondensibles
nitrogen and hydrogen, heavier and lighter than steam, are replaced by air and helium, respectively.

The PANDA-BC consists of a bundle of 25 tubes in two layers with fins on the gas side
located at a small angle to the horizontal in the upper part of a large PANDA-vessel (DWl as part of
the "Drywell" compartment), simulating actually the SWR-1000 flooding pool compartment (Fig. 1)
[5]. The investigation of the emergency condensers immersed in the flooding pool and the flooding
pool itself are not part of the PANDA testing and, therefore, these components were not modeled in
PANDA. Ale BC is cooled by natural circulation of water taken from the bottom of a pool on top of
the DW-vessels and returned to this pool at a higher elevation. Initially, the pool is filled with cold
water and the hot return flow is expected to cause thermal stratification in the pool. In the BC tests,
breaks and leaks of different size and location were simulated by selecting the appropriate discharge
location and geometry for the break flow in the DW vessels (see location A, B and C on Fig. I). In
case of insufficient condenser performance noncondensibles and/or steam can be vented to the
Suppression Chamber (SC).

arrows show steam
injection locations

Fig. 1. PANDA BC test facility configurations.
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The CPC and BC facility configurations as well as the test matrices are similar to each other.
The plate condenser is located vertically in the upper part of the DW1 and is connected by a
circulation loop to a water pool on top of the DW vessels.

The condensers of the PCCS are located in pools on top of the DW-vessels, open to the
atmosphere (Fig. 2). They are fed with steam or steam/noncondensible mixture from the DW vessels
through the feed lines. The condensate is returned from the lower header to the RPV through drain
lines, whereas noncondensible gases can be vented from the lower header through the PCCS vent
lines to the SC pools. The main vent lines are present but would not open under normal long-term
decay heat removal conditions, since their submergence depth in the SC pool is accordingly higher
in comparison to the PCCS vents. Vacuum Breakers (VB) make sure that the SC pressure cannot
significantly exceed the D W pressure. A variety of asymmetric facility configurations can be easily
established by discharging the break flow through one or either blowdown lines and by connecting
or disconnecting PCCS condensers and the IC [12]. The IC has been used for a long time for passive
core cooling in BWRs. Though it is a passive component, it has to be initiated by opening a valve.
The IC can be considered as the prototype for the PCCS condensers. The PANDA IC consists of 20
vertical tubes located in a pool. The performance of this condenser type, in particular in the presence
of noncondensibles, was investigated in a separate test series.

PC1 PC2 PC3

RPV

Fig. 2. PANDA ESBWR Facility Configuration.

A detailed description of the passive cooling concepts investigated in PANDA, the facility
scaling, underlying accident scenarios, the test philosophy, test matrices and test results can be found
in the literature [I, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8,11, 12, 13].
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4. IDENTIFICATION OF CHARACTERISTIC PHENOMENA IN PANDA AND MODELING
WITH GOTHIC

The analysis of PANDA tests with known system analysis codes revealed some modeling
deficiencies mainly with respect to mixing and stratification driven by density differences (buoyancy
forces) in mixtures of steam/noncondensibles and in water pools, but also in processes where natural
circulation loops are formed by heat exchangers in large volumes. In this chapter some characteristic
phenomena observed during the PANDA tests, as well as the according modeling approaches with
Gothic are presented.

4.1. Heated jet and plume behaviour

Jets, in particular steam jets into a gas filled vessel, were present in all PANDA system tests.
Plumes occurred, e.g., due to gas overflow through the DW connecting pipe in asymmetric facility
configurations and in the BC pool due to the BC return flow. Steam jets discharged from the blow-
down lines into the DW, but also plumes were mixing with noncondensibles. The correct modeling
of gas mixing is important since it affects the time dependent noncondensible concentration at the
condenser surface and, consequently, the condenser performance, the vent flow rate from the DW to
the SC and the pressure in the SC which essentially determines the overall system pressure. On the
other hand, plume mixing influences the accumulation of noncondensibles in vessel regions not
affected by the main gas flow path. Therefore, preliminary studies were performed with Gothic to
obtain experience with respect to heated jet and plume modeling.

Ale amount of air, contained in the DW vessels at test begin was varying over a large range.
Typically, the DW air content was very small in tests starting the investigation of the long-term
PCCS performance one hour after the initiation of the transient, i.e. a main steam line break in a
BWR. However, a PCCS start-up test as well as some BC tests were started with air filled DW
vessels. In some cases noncondensibles were added in the course of the test, e.g. hydrogen release
simulated by helium injection or hidden air release.

To investigate the heated jet a simplified problem was defined for Gothic. Considering the
PANDA vessel dimensions, grids of different size were created for a box of 4 m length, 3.2 m height
and 1.2 m depth, assuming symmetry about a vertical plane in the direction of the jet injection. Hot
air was injected into cold air at different velocities and temperature differences. The jet was
horizontally injected 1 m above the bottom of the box through an area of 1/2x0.16x0.16 m . On top
of the box pressure boundary conditions were connected to a number of cells. The grid dimension
made possible jet spreading with an angle of 11° with respect to the centerline. Both the k-s, and the
mixing length turbulence models available in Gothic as well as the laminar flow option were
applied. In addition, a special option available in Gothic was used: the calculation was done for the
gas phase only neglecting the water and droplet phases to economize computing time.

All calculations show reasonable results for the finer grid (cells of size 0.2x0.04x0.04 m 3)
(Fig. 3), but non-physical behaviour in some cases with the coarser grid (0.4x0.08x0.08 m 3). In
particular, the jet behaviour can be completely lost in the calculation with the coarse nodalisation.
The predicted declination of the heated jet centerline is in satisfactory agreement with measured data
[14] obtained for a free jet over a gas velocity range between 2 and 7 m/s and discharge areas similar
to those used in PANDA. For comparison, the velocity of the gas at the blow-down line exit in
PANDA is in the range between 20 and 30 m/s. The gas jet will hit the opposite vessel wall and the
mixing process starts essentially from there. The differences in the behaviour of round (experimental
data) and square jet (Gothic model) were neglected. However, we are aware of the fact that we
modelled our jet in a confined volume and the comparison with data of a free jet makes sense in a
sufficient distance from the walls only. On the other hand, a detailed test procedure for the free jet
experiments [14] is not available what makes possible slightly different interpretations of the
centerline definition. Furthermore, there is a lack of experimental data on spreading of heated jets.
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Fig. 3. Heated Gas Jet Modeling.

Fig. 3 shows isotherms calculated with Gothic for a heated air jet into cold air. The inlet
velocity amounts to 2 m/s and the temperature difference between the hot and cold air amounts to 40
K.

Regardless of these uncertainties, the correct modeling of the jet behaviour requires fine
grids what is seriously limiting with respect to the available computer performance. In addition, with
the recent Gothic release grids are created in Cartesian co-ordinates and a fine grid in one region has
to be continued throughout the whole vessel volume, what is also disadvantageous regarding
computing resources.

Another issue of the gas jet modeling with Gothic was e.g. the improvement of the code with
regard to the boundary conditions for the k-s, turbulence model [15]. In addition, gas jet mixing
calculations were performed for comparing Gothic results with those obtained from CFX. A 2D
problem was investigated applying the k-s model in both codes. In general, the results were in good
agreement, except the transition from wall plume to jet behaviour.

Single phase gas plumes modeled with Gothic did not show the spreading behaviour reported
in the literature [16]. The reason for this could be the limited applicability of the available turbulence
models to. plume spreading. However, Gothic can predict the gas motion due to very small density
differences between the cells of a subdivided volume what is necessary to achieve stratification in
regions not affected by the main gas flow path.

4.2. Modeling of the helium injection phase in the PANDA building condenser tests

The BC condenser was located in the gas space of one DW vessel. The BC performance was
strongly affected by the composition of the surrounding gas. If noncondensibles were present, their
concentration increased at the BC tube bundle due to steam condensation, i.e. the temperature of the
gas mixture decreased. In dependence on the density of the noncondensibles in comparison to the
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steam density the gas mixture left the BC at the bottom or at the top. It has to be noted here, that
below the BC, in parallel to the tubes, a plate was installed for conveying the condensate to a flow
measurement device. Therefore, the gas flow needed to follow the plate at the lower side of the
bundle.

After leaving the BC due to buoyancy forces the noncondensibles either mixed again with
the gas surrounding the BC or accumulated in the lower or upper vessel region, dependent on the gas
inlet momentum and density. In case the BC performance was insufficient, part of the gas was
vented to the SC and the system pressure increased. However, stratification of a steam/helium
mixture made possible the adjustment of the active condenser surface, i.e. the fraction of the BC not
blanketed with noncondensibles was controlled by the system's energy balance. Pressure increase
and venting of noncondensibles from a location above the BC continued unless the BC performance
did match the decay power. Air was collected in the bottom regions of both DW vessels. Of course,
the BC performance did also depend on the BC/pool water loop conditions.

Gothic modeling is challenged by the 3D nature of the noncondensible distribution and the
interaction between the BC performance and the noncondensible concentration at the condenser
surface. A characteristic test sequence was selected for modeling with Gothic, where a rapid change
from homogeneously mixed gas to stable stratification accompanied by large changes in the BC
performance was observed. A short description of the particular observation in test BC4 is given
below.

Two PANDA BC tests (BC4 and BC5) were partly dedicated to the investigation of the
influence of a large amount of noncondensibles lighter than steam on the system behaviour and the
BC performance. In both tests helium was added to the system on top of the RPV over a period of
time preceded and followed by pure, steam injection. In test BC4 the break was located inside of
DWl (high momentum injection, position C on Fig. 1). The blowdown line was directed to the
vessel bottom with an angle of 45°. In test BC5 the steam/helium mixture was injected at the top of
DW2 through a radial diffuser (low momentum injection, position A on Fig. 1). In these tests, the
injection location affected significantly the transient system behaviour.

The helium and subsequent pure steam injection phases can be shortly characterized as
follows. In test BC4, the steam/helium mixture fills very soon DWl. At the beginning of the helium
injection phase, the BC performance decreased by approximately one third. During the helium
injection phase the DWl gas and wall temperature measurements indicated good mixing in the
whole vessel (Fig. 4). At the same time, steam/helium mixture was replacing the pure steam filling
initially the DW connecting pipe and the DW2 volume above the lower edge of the connecting pipe.
Some steam/air mixture was retained from former test phases in the lower part of DW2. As soon as
the helium injection was stopped, a strong stratification was observed in DWl (Fig. 4). The volume
below the BC was filled up with pure steam. Above the BC the gas temperatures decreased
significantly due to the accumulation of helium/steam mixture released from the BC. Actually, part
of the steam could condense on the BC feed line passing through the gas space in DWl above the
BC. While during the helium injection phase steam/helium mixture was conveyed to the SC through
the helium vent line, the injection of pure steam improved the BC operating conditions and less
steam was vented to the SC. However, the steam/helium mixture in the upper part of DW2 remained
unaffected during the pure steam injection phase.

In test BC5 steam/helium mixture is injected in the upper region of DW2 through a radial
diffiiser. The relatively light gas mixture filled the DW2 vessel above the connecting pipe, before the
gas could flow over to DWl, where it approached the BC. Strong temperature stratification was
observed above the BC, where steam/helium mixture with higher helium content could be
accumulated. After the helium injection was terminated, the helium was completely purged from the
upper region of DW2, obviously being diluted by the incoming steam. Finally, all helium was
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vented to the SC except a small amount in a cold gas layer above the helium vent line entry
elevation in DWl. As a consequence, the SC pressure and accordingly the DW pressure rose to a
much higher value in test BC5 in comparison to test BC4. In test BC4, the DW2 region above the
connecting pipe served as an additional volume for noncondensible gas storage.

5000

vessel
A top

helium
vent line
entry

DW
connecting
pipe

blowdown
.line

/exit

vessel
A bottom

10000

Time (s)

15000

Fig. 4. Test BC4 - Isotherms in DWl Gas Space.

For modeling with Gothic a test sequence was selected comprising the helium injection
phase (good mixing) and the subsequent pure steam injection phase (stratification). For predicting
these phenomena with Gothic models of different detail were created for the BC and the DW gas
space. In a first step, the BC/pool loop was modeled by time dependent boundary conditions based
on measured data. The DW gas space modeling was divided into two problems:

1) the modeling of gas mixing/stratification in DWl, where the BC is located; and
2) the modeling of DW2 and of the connecting pipe where another phenomenon, i.e. the overflow

and accumulation of noncondensibles was observed.

Since both problems seem to have little impact onto each other, modeling DW2 was
excluded in a first step. The flow rate into DWl from the blowdown line was calculated from
measured values. The flow rate at the vent line inlet and, in some cases, the energy removed by the
BC were determined from mass and energy balances for the DW gas space and BC pool.. Creating
the grid for the DWl gas space compromises were unavoidable for achieving sufficient detailed
information in the vicinity of the BC, at the blow-down line exit and the helium vent line entry and,
on the other hand, to fit the problem in the available computers. The grid which was finally used
consisted of about 10 000 cells.
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The predicted mixing and stratification behaviour were qualitatively in good agreement with
the test observations (Fig. 5). The BC performance was not predicted adequately, because the
correlations for condensation heat transfer implemented in Gothic were not developed for
condensation on (almost) horizontal finned tube bundles. This kind of condensers are not available
in existing containments. Therefore, in the future, it will be unavoidable to include appropriate
condensation heat transfer models in Gothic for correctly predicting the BC heat transfer.

a) helium injection phase
min. temp. I10°C
max. temp. 111.3° C

b) pure steam injection phase
min. temp. 116.5°C on top
max. temp. 125° C in lower region

b)

Fig. 5. Test BC4 - DWl Isotherms Predicted by Gothic.

4.3. Building condenser pool mixing/stratification

The BC was fed with water taken from bottom of the BC-pool and returned to the pool at an
elevation higher than the feed line entry. The pool water was expected to stratify in order to feed the
BC with water at the lowest possible temperature. The fluid velocity at the return line outlet was
rather low and the hot water from the return line was mixed with the pool water and no stratification
above the injection point was observed in the tests. This phenomenon could be well predicted with
Gothic (Fig. 6). In particular, the calculations showed, that the plume was just passing the
thermocouple installed in a small distance from the return line exit. This is exactly was has been
observed in the tests. For comparison the problem was run with CFX, which provided practically
identical results.

4.4. Heat transfer in the PCCS condensers

Condensation in the PCCS condensers occurred in vertical tubes, but also in the upper and
lower headers. Only noncondensibles heavier than steam, i.e. air, will be considered in this paper. In
case the condenser heat removal capability was exceeded steam/noncondensible mixture was vented
to the SC. In particular steam venting is disadvantageous, since the energy transferred to the SC
would cause system pressure increase. On the other hand, in case of excess condensation capability
air was accumulated in the lower part of the condenser tubes, where it was mixed with saturated
steam at a temperature approximately equal to the pool side temperature (100° C). This way the
lower region of the tubes was practically blanketed. With decreasing decay power the blanketed
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BC return flow
discharge

note: min. temp. = 23.5 C
max. temp. = 49.0 C

Fig. 6. BC Pools Isotherms in the Plane of the Return Flow Injection.

region was extended (Fig. 7). Unlike the BC, a relative small amount of noncondensibles is
sufficient to control the active condenser length.

On the pool side a natural circulation loop was formed by the water heated and rising
between the condenser tubes. The pool side heat transfer was accomplished by single phase and
boiling heat transfer modes. Approaching the pool surface, the water temperature achieved
saturation temperature at atmospheric pressure. Under normal operation conditions, this was also the
temperature at which the water was entering the tube bundle.

Single component tests were performed in PANDA to obtain data on the maximum
condenser performance for pure steam conditions at different pressure levels and, after adding
noncondensibles, on the decreasing efficiency in dependency on the noncondensible fraction at the
condenser inlet. However, in scaled long-term decay heat removal tests the condenser heat removal
capability was essentially not exceeded and the condensers were operating with partly blanketed
tubes.
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t=10h t = 20h

100 130 100 130 100 130 T in C

Fig. 7. Typical Axial Gas Temperature Profiles in a PCCS Condenser.

A post-test analysis of the single component tests was performed with Gothic. The condenser
tubes as well as the pool were modeled with ID components. Both Gido-Koestel and film
condensation models were applied for calculating the condensation heat transfer in the presence of
noncondensibles inside the tubes [10, 17]. The applicability of the Gido-Koestel model was
questionable at the beginning, since it was developed for condensation on containment walls in large
compartments. However, the calculations were in good agreement with the measurements at lower
pressures and lower noncondensible fractions, whereas with increasing pressure and noncondensible
fraction the inaccuracy of the calculations increased. Comparing the predicted and measured wall
temperatures revealed that the condensation heat transfer coefficient was in general overpredicted,
whereas the pool side heat transfer coefficient was underdetermined. The reason for this
disagreement has to be further investigated.

Another problem arose modeling the pool during condenser uncovery, i.e. pool boil-off.
Using ID pool components disables the pool water recirculation and provides practically stagnant
boiling water between the condenser tubes. As a consequence, the condenser efficiency decreased
and steam was vented. Test data and visual observations showed that the water recirculation was
always covering the active condenser tube region, but not the passive region. 3D pool modeling
helped to overcome part of the problem, i.e. the recirculation was predicted correctly. However, the
pool side heat transfer coefficient is underestimated by the code as described above.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Gothic assessment using PANDA data is in progress at PSI. Gothic is a suitable tool for
modeling 3D phenomena observed in PANDA tests which could not be adequately modeled with
lumped parameter and ID system analysis codes. Further assessment work and code improvements
are required, in particular with regard to jet and plume mixing and heat transfer in passive
condensers components for ALWRs.
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